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Abstract—In the last few years, Online Social Networks (OSN)
have experienced growth in the number of users, becoming
an increasingly embedded part of people’s daily lives. Privacy
expectations of OSNs are higher as more members start realizing
potential privacy problems they face by interacting with these
systems. Inspection methods can be an effective alternative for
addressing privacy problems because they detect possible defects
that could be causing the system to behave in an undesirable way.
Therefore, we proposed a set of privacy inspection techniques
called PIT-OSN (Privacy Inspection Techniques for Online Social
Network). This paper presents the description and evolution of
PIT-OSN through the results of a preliminary empirical study.
We discuss the quantitative and qualitative results and their
impact on improving the techniques. Results indicate that our
techniques assist non-expert inspectors uncover privacy problems
effectively, and are considered easy to use and useful by the study
participants. Finally, the qualitative analysis helped us improve
some technique steps that might be unclear.
Index Terms—user privacy, privacy evaluation, privacy inspection, social network, empirical study

I. I NTRODUCTION
The growth of Online Social Networks (OSN) and its
different forms of interaction and exploration of relationship
dynamics has encouraged the use of good design and evaluation practices to ensure their social acceptability and quality
of use [1] [2] [3]. According to [4], it is not an exaggeration to
say that privacy in an OSN has become one of the determining
quality factors since discrepant privacy mechanisms/interfaces
can negatively influence the appropriation of these applications
by the user.
Difficulties in finding the desired option or the inability to
perform a certain task in relation to privacy do not always
occur as a consequence of improper privacy management by
the user. On the contrary, such disparities may be the result of
the system being based on a restricted model or mechanism
of rules that fail to meet the users’ needs and intentions [2]
[5], causing unwanted privacy defects.
In the last few years, some technologies have been proposed
to support the design and evaluation of OSNs with a focus on
user privacy, so that such technologies can be easily articulated
and applied by the designers/evaluators of these systems [2] [6]
[7] [8]. Many of these previously proposed approaches have
been developed to address specific privacy issues in OSNs,
such as photo and information management, access control,

and data sharing. However, such approaches do not detect
potential defects that can affect the user privacy interaction
in these systems.
One way to identify and list defects in system is through
inspection techniques [9]. For example, to inspect a software
artifact, the inspector can use three different techniques: ad
hoc, checklist, and reading techniques. While ad hoc and
checklist techniques are intuitive and based on non-systematic
procedures, the reading techniques have explicit, focused
and systematic procedures [10]. According to [9], reading
techniques are a specific type of inspection technique with
a number of procedures that can be adopted by an evaluator
to understand the artifact under inspection, providing a systematic guide for defect identification. A literature review was
performed and we identified the lack of inspection techniques
that specifically assess privacy aspects in online social networks context. [11].
In this way, it is important that privacy-specific inspection
techniques exist because, just like usability, privacy is also
a holistic property of interactive systems that includes the
people who use them. This belief is based on the fact that
an entire system can be compromised if there is a poorly
implemented privacy component that shares sensitive user
information [4] or a discrepant interface in which users cannot understand its privacy elements. From this perspective,
reading-based inspection techniques can provide benefits that:
(i) support non-specialist professionals learning about privacy
inspection; (ii) maintain the quality of use of an online social
network interface regarding privacy aspects, and (iii) provide
an effective evaluation with emphasis on low cost, speed, and
ease of application.
Therefore, we propose the first version of a set of inspection
techniques specifically developed to detect privacy defects in
OSN interfaces, which we called PIT-OSN (Privacy Inspection
Techniques for Online Social Network). Herein, the term
privacy problem/defect is used with the same meaning to
discover situations where OSN behaves incorrectly, undesirably or corruptly in relation to user privacy. These privacy
problems/defects can lead to consequences such as unwanted
interactions, incorrect processing or user data corruption. In
this way, we consider these techniques important for the
Human-Computer Interaction area, since evaluation by inspec-

tion, besides being an efficient and inexpensive mechanism to
identify defects, can provide gains in relation to time and costs
because the inspector does not have to invest a lot of time to
apply it [9]. Thus, inspection can be an effective mechanism
for quality control of privacy in a OSN system.
To define these techniques, three basic assumptions were
considered: (1) using privacy aspects of related works already
existing in the scientific literature; (2) using a set of guidelines
to help inspectors reflect on the discrepant situation to find
privacy defects [9]; and (3) using a preliminary study to
evaluate and refine the set of techniques so that they are
actually useful and easy to use.
The following sections include the theoretical foundations
in which the techniques are grounded and the related works
to this research. Subsequently, we describe the proposed set
of inspection techniques. Then, the preliminary study and its
results are shown. Finally, we present conclusions and future
perspectives for this research.
II. BACKGROUND
The search for improving privacy in digital systems is an
effort that moves many areas of Computer Science, including
the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) area. According to [4],
the HCI area has good design and evaluation practices that
improve user privacy and ensure their privacy in computing
systems. In order to better characterize the theme in question,
we present the theoretical foundation in which techniques are
grounded in the next subsection. Moreover, we present the
main definitions regarding software inspection and inspection
techniques as an interface evaluation tool.
A. Privacy Regulation Theories
According to the privacy regulation theory presented by
Altman [12], privacy is defined as a selective control of access
to the individual. Altman´s theory presents three relevant
elements for dealing with privacy aspects, namely: control,
state (level) and context.
Privacy control is associated with the access regulation
process as addressed in Altman’s privacy theory [12]. In the
physical world, this kind of control is usually obvious, since a
particular individual knows who they are talking to and how
they can control their information. However, controlling these
access limits in an OSN environment may be more complex
due to the peculiar characteristics of these applications.
State of privacy, also related to Altman’s theory, refers to
the ability of a given individual to increase or decrease their
access limits to achieve their desired privacy level. For Altman
[12], there is a continuum point of privacy levels that can be
achieved by the user, ranging from a low (minimum) privacy
level, where all information is accessible to a wide audience,
to a high privacy level, where no information may be shared
about the user.
The contextual nature of privacy is related to the dynamics
in which privacy levels and controls are modified. In this
sense, we must allow different aspects and decisions related

to privacy to be considered in different contexts and domains
[12] [13].
Nissebaum [13] addressed the contextual nature of privacy
by introducing the contextual integrity theory. The author
emphasizes that privacy does not have a universal concept and
can be understood according to a certain context, that is, there
are no universal norms for privacy and the term is different for
each situation or context. Nissebaum [13] considers that the
access limits pointed out by Altman [12] are governed by a set
of related norms: the social adequacy and flow of information
dependent on the context. The standard of social adequacy
determines what kind of personal information is appropriate to
share in a particular situation or in a particular social environment. Information flow rules help define relationships by the
amount of information that is shared between people. Then,
people share more personal information with more intimate
friends and more general information with acquaintances who
they are not intimate with.
According to Nissebaum’s theory [13], the rules guiding
the standards mentioned above change over time, for example,
what was appropriate to share at a certain time may no longer
be considered appropriate afterwards. This issue is exemplified
by behavioral changes of social network users regarding the
way they share their personal information, caused by previous
positive or negative experiences in relation to the context in
which they are inserted.
B. Software Inspection
Michael Fagan defined inspection in the computational
context in 1976, inspired by the statistical methods of quality
used in the hardware manufacture. Fagan basically formalized
the practice of questioning a co-worker if everything was
working correctly in a software project into a process [14].
In this context, while developing his work in a company,
Fagan created the inspection to increase the quality of software
and to improve the programmers’ productivity. This type
of method initially was focused on detecting defects in the
program code structures. Subsequently, the inspection was
extended to other software artifacts as software requirements
documents, architectures, models, interfaces, among others.
The HCI area defines inspection as a specific type of
evaluation method that allows the evaluator to examine (or
inspect) an HCI solution to detect potential interaction and
interface problems that could compromise user experiences.
When inspecting an interface, the evaluators try to represent a
user with a certain profile and try to find problems that they
would experience. In addition, they also try to judge possible
problematic points that could cause difficulties to users [15].
C. Inspection Techniques
One of the decisive factors in the planning and results of
a system inspection is defining the inspection technique to be
used. To inspect an artifact, the inspector (professional who
performs the inspection) may use different techniques, such
as Ad hoc, Checklist, and Reading Techniques.

An ad hoc inspection, as the name implies, is based exclusively on the evaluator’s experience; there is no technology,
direction or focus on how to proceed or what should specifically be verified during the inspection activity [14]. According
to [16], one of the main problems inherent in this type of
technique is related to the inspector’s skill, knowledge, and
experience regarding defect identification activity.
The checklist-based inspection receives a structure in which
”yes/no” questions must be answered by evaluators while they
inspect a given artifact [17]. In general terms, the checklist
technique uses a list of questions whose answers help the
inspector to identify defects.
According to [9], a reading technique is a specific type
of inspection technique that contains a series of steps for
an individual analysis of a software product to achieve the
understanding required for a specific task. Such techniques
have a higher formality degree and rely less on the inspector’s
experience to achieve good results. The main requirements for
designing a reading-based inspection technique are [9]: (1)
Being associated with a type of artifact (such as an interface
for example) and the notation in which the artifact is described
(as a natural language); (2) Being adaptable according to the
intrinsic characteristics of the application; (3) Being thorough,
providing a well-defined inspection process; and (4) Being
evaluated experimentally to determine its viability and its
degree of effectiveness in the defects detection.
Moreover, a reading-based inspection technique consists of
two main components: (i) procedures to guide the evaluator
with the specific inspection objectives; and (ii) questions that
lead the evaluator to reflect on the discrepant situation in
order to find defects [9]. The term ”reading” was chosen to
emphasize the similarities with the mental process that people
use when trying to understand the meaning of a text [18].
III. R ELATED W ORKS
In order to support the proposed set of techniques definition,
we sought to apply concepts based on an evidence-based
methodology [19], such as conducting a secondary study
(which can be a literature review or systematic review or
systematic mapping review). Herein, we use a literature review
and an empirical study to validate the proposed techniques.
From the literature review, we identified the lack of technologies that support privacy evaluation by inspection [11].
Therefore, we collect indicators that could assist in formulating techniques using the privacy regulation theory defined
by Altman as a starting point [12]. This theory has exerted
relevant influence on how HCI researchers consider privacy
in the context of interactive social systems, as used by [2] to
design a privacy model for OSN.
From the definitions introduced by Altman, we sought to
collect evidence of proposals from the scientific literature
by identifying which privacy aspects such proposals focused
on. This collection allowed the identification and analysis of
several criteria that are considered relevant to privacy.
To address the privacy level aspect, Villela and Prates
[2] proposed the Privacy Design Model (PDM). PDM is an

epistemic tool to support the design and evaluation of personal
information sharing in OSN, with a focus on user privacy.
To derive the privacy characteristics for personal information sharing, the PDM used the elements presented in Altman’s
theory [12]. The elements are presented directly in the model
through the privacy control and privacy level, and indirectly
through the context. The model is structured through privacy
dimensions that reflect different aspects that impact users’
privacy and which designers must reflect. Control is related
to who has the power to decide which values will be assigned
to each privacy dimensions in the model. The context is not
addressed directly in the PDM. However, it plays a key role
in guiding the designer’s decisions about how to deal with
the privacy dimensions as to how the values will be attributed
to them. With PDM, it is possible to analyze online social
networks to identify the privacy level that they offer to their
users and not the ”privacy options” offered to them [2].
To improve the privacy control provided by online social
network sites, some authors focused on developing technologies that emphasize different privacy aspects to be considered
in the access control. In the papers presented by Anthonysamy
et al. [20] and Wisniewski et al. [21], the authors sought
to highlight the impasse of managing access to a user’s
personal information by third-party applications. Both authors
stress the importance of restricting information shared in such
applications, because both the application developer and a
malicious component may have access to a user’s private data,
which can lead to a privacy problem.
Other authors such as Christin et al. [22] and Rodrigues et
al. [23] have investigated the location services of online social
networks. These authors highlight the risks that this type of
service can pose by allowing third-party applications or other
sites to obtain or use information about the user’s location.
The user needs to have broad control over these services so
as not to impact his/her privacy.
For treating cultural privacy issues specific to online social
networking controls, Ur and Wang [24] proposed a framework
focused on cultural issues, such as norms regarding the use of
pseudonyms or posting of photographs. The authors’ framework discusses legal issues in cross-cultural privacy, including
data-protection requirements and questions of jurisdiction. In
this sense, the framework can help researchers, regulators,
and designers reason systematically about cultural differences
related to privacy control in social media.
Gurses et al. [3] presented heuristics that can be used in
OSN privacy design. In this way, the authors developed a
conceptual framework that encompasses heuristics that can be
used systematically during the privacy controls engineering of
an online social network. Such heuristics cover the following themes: privacy law, usability, data transparency, internal
separation of identities, and confidentiality. These heuristics
that make up the framework structure are interdependent and
they highlight different aspects of privacy that can pose a risk
to users, impacting his/her privacy. The proposal is based on
features extracted from works from the scientific literature
and also about the online feedback given by users about

privacy violations. Other identified works [25] [26] [27] also
address and discuss aspects similar to those presented by [3],
highlighting the importance of these heuristics for the OSN
privacy control.
Rodrigues et al. [23] identified different aspects of privacy
by performing an exploratory study conducted with online
social network users. In that study, the aspects found by
the authors demonstrated that the decisions adopted by the
evaluated social network did not reach the users’ preferences
regarding privacy, impacting the user interaction with the
system. The identified aspects highlight points that, based on
the opinion of the study participants, cause unwanted privacyrelated problems such as: lack of user privacy in search
activity, lack of blocking mechanisms, unwanted comments
and poor location controls.
As in the work of Rodrigues et al [23], Shi et al. [28]
investigated users’ privacy needs and expectations through a
qualitative study. Their results highlight the tension between
users’ social needs and the interpersonal privacy that involves
peers’ information privacy. Moreover, the authors provide
preliminary conceptual and empirical insights in terms of
design implications to address the tensions in interpersonal
information privacy management.
Nagaraj and Bryant [29] analyzed several factors that affect user-to-system trust with respect to privacy management,
providing an overview of techniques used to build privacy
statements and privacy controls. In this way, the authors review
existing design models and factors in the context of privacy
management and propose methods to improve transparency
and control for users.
In another look, Pereira and Prates [30] proposed a conceptual framework to support the designers of Digital Legacy
Management Systems (DLMS), by describing the dimensions
that are relevant to these systems and the values they can take.
The DLMS allows users to define the digital data future, once
they have decreased. This issue has a strong influence on the
privacy of users’ data/identities regarding the destination of
their post mortem digital legacy.
The privacy policy informs the user of several issues about
his/her data privacy, such as information regarding collection
and processing data and server location. Furthermore, Yamauchi et al. [31] discuss several privacy issues that arise
from the terms of use and mobile application privacy policies.
Guidelines for the establishment of trust and privacy are
presented in order to guide designers in mobile social network
development. Some guidelines presented by these authors
discuss the collection, use and data disclosure, clarity, and
current legislation. These guidelines served as one of the bases
to compose the structure of one of the techniques proposed in
this paper.
From this same perspective, Lichtenstein and Swatman [32]
Anthonysamy et al. [33] and Yu et al. [34] have sought to add
value to the privacy policies aspect through the development of
guidelines, approaches, and methods. Yu et al. [34] point out
the importance of anonymity and confidentiality as points that
must be specified by policies to establish trust and ensure user

privacy. The authors emphasize that policy documents should
explicitly explain how users’ personal information, which is
provided in login or financial transactions, are protected, and
under what circumstances these applications may disclose such
information, i.e., in cases required by law.
Lichtenstein and Swatman [32] and Anthonysamy [33]
believe that privacy policies should explain how they treat the
involvement of children or minors in online social networks.
In this sense, it is possible for privacy policies to protect
children’s privacy by informing practices for parental consent,
collecting information and disseminating information provided
by younger children, and general tips on protecting children’s
privacy.
Based on these works from the literature review, we observed that three main characteristics are systematically emphasized regarding the privacy structure in an OSN, such as
level and privacy control, corroborating the Altman theory
[12], and privacy policies, which is a criterion of quality that
is not considered in the context of Altman theory. Each paper
focuses on one of these characteristics, which we call privacy
categories. Table I presents each related work identified,
indicating which categories these references focus on.
TABLE I
P RIVACY CATEGORIES CONSIDERED BY EACH REFERENCE
References
Level
Anthonysamy et al. (2012)
Anthonysamy et al. (2014)
Christin et al. (2013)
Gurses et al. (2008)
Lichtenstein and Swatman (2003)
Nagaraj and Bryant (2016)
Pereira and Prates (2017)
Rodrigues et al. (2016)
Shi et al. (2012)
Ur and Wang (2013)
Villela and Prates (2015)
Wisniewski et al. (2017)
Yamauchi et al. (2016)
Yu et al. (2006)

Categories
Control
Policy
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

Based on this theoretical contribution and on analyzes made
from the works cited above, we developed a set of privacy
techniques for inspecting privacy defects in three general
OSNs categories: levels, controls and privacy policies. Each
technique in the set directs its inspection considering one of
the categories above: PIT-OSN 1 for levels; PIT-OSN 2 for
controls; and PIT-OSN 3 for inspecting privacy policies. We
present the definition and context of use of the proposed set
of techniques in the following section.
IV. P RIVACY I NSPECTION T ECHNIQUES
Privacy Inspection Techniques for Online Social Network
(PIT-OSN) is a set of read-based techniques that detect privacy
defects in online social network interfaces. Such techniques
guide the inspector to create a privacy defect diagnosis of
levels (PIT-OSN 1), controls (PIT-OSN 2), and policies (PITOSN 3).

For performing an inspection with PIT-OSN, the set provides verification items (practical guidelines) grouped into
privacy dimensions. The dimensions highlight general privacy
aspects and the verification items are used to interpret such
dimensions, as well as to evaluate if the inspected system interface obeys them or not. For each verification item violated,
the inspector should describe the defect, thus signaling the
need to or convenience of changing the interface element to
ensure user privacy. The verification items were elaborated
based on the knowledge acquired in the literature review and
by the practical identification of several privacy defects related
to the mentioned dimensions. Fig. 1 presents an illustration of
the set and its categories for privacy inspection.

Fig. 1. Inspection Categories of PIT-OSN Techniques.

The main characteristics of the techniques are: (a) Tool independent: the set is not limited to tooling support and is freely
distributed; (b) Independent of the development stage: not
limited to a specific stage, may also be applied at design time
as long as the interface representations are already defined;
(c) Comprehensive: not limited to a specific social network
domain; and (d) Used by professionals with little knowledge
of privacy inspection: any professional involved in design and
evaluation of OSN applications can perform the inspection
without needing to be experts in interface evaluation.
Moreover, the techniques can be used independently. For
example, when an OSN designer or evaluator believes that
only the privacy policy scenario can be fragmented, PIT-OSN
3 can be applied separately to improve this scenario. However,
when the techniques are performed together, better results can
be found as the inspector evaluates and interprets the current
privacy situation of the system from a comprehensive point of
view. In this sense, an inspection with the whole set can help
enrich the identification of needs and opportunities for overall
OSN privacy improvement. In the next subsection, we provide
a detailed description of the techniques.

A. PIT-OSN 1
PIT-OSN 1 is an inspection technique for evaluating privacy
levels of an OSN. The privacy level refers to the access
limit provided by the system to a given user information
shared. Such sharing may occur either directly, when the
user himself shares information about himself in the system,
or indirectly, when another user or the system itself takes
the initiative to disclose information about the individual.
Although information is voluntarily shared by the individual,
privacy problems may arise if the user does not have an
adequate privacy level to limit the information audience or
what can be done with such information.
The inspectors, when using this technique, have the opportunity to evaluate the adequacy of a user’s personal information and publications shared in the system. Based on
the dimensions presented by [2], the verification items that
led the inspector to diagnose a possible privacy defect were
originated. A description of the dimensions used in the PITOSN 1 structure is presented below:
• Information source: refers to who can determine how,
when and to what extent information about the individual
will be released through the system.
• Communication space: refers to where the information
about the individual is disclosed within the system.
• Data content: refers to the information type about the
individual that will be shared in the system, considering
their level of individuality.
• Temporal persistence: refers to the time period in which
information is made available to other users within the
system.
• Audience: refers to who will have access to the information about the individual within the system. Thus, the
broader (and more unknown) the audience is, the lower
the privacy level.
• Feedthrough: refers to the system suitably informing
the individual about other users activities that involves
him/her, such as when other users refer to him/her,
respond or share his/her post.
• System’s speech: refers to the system disclosing an
individual’s personal information to other users.
• Information dissemination: refers to the audience being
able to share an individual’s personal information with
other users within the system.
From these definitions, the verification items that determine
what should be checked in each dimension are listed.
When evaluating privacy from the perspective of levels,
the inspector should be concerned that the system provides
a continuous point of levels that can be achieved by the
individual. So, the main question guiding the category in
focus is: ”Can the user achieve his or her desired privacy
level?” In view of this, the initial version of the technique
contemplates 17 verification items grouped in the dimensions
described above. Fig. 2 provides an excerpt of PIT-OSN
1 with one of its dimensions and a respective verification item.

•

•

Fig. 2. PIT-OSN 1 extract.
•

B. PIT-OSN 2
PIT-OSN 2, for its part, focuses on inspecting the privacy
controls available in an OSN. Privacy control is associated
with the process of regulating access limits as addressed in
Altman’s privacy theory [12]. An important point to note is
that the controls provided by these applications are usually
listed through information or represented through elements
that indicate how these particular features work.
In this sense, the technique helps inspectors detect a possible
defect in these elements, which may not have been well
defined or represented through the interface, causing a possible
privacy defect. Through the recommendations and technical
indicators identified through the related works [3], [29], [24],
[28], [21], [23], [20], [30], [22], we defined the dimensions and
verification items that guide the inspector to detect potential
defects in OSN controls. An explanation of the techniques
dimensions in focus is described below:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Right of privacy: the system should provide an option
to report an inappropriate profile or content such as
nudity, fake accounts or intellectual property violations,
for example.
Usability and privacy: the system should provide privacy mechanisms that are easy to use and have as
little effort as possible for users to learn efficiently and
satisfactorily to manipulate such privacy controls.
Data transparency: the system should provide the user
an option to access or review all of their publication
history and interactions in the application.
Third-party applications: the system should provide the
user an option to make informed data more protected,
excluding applications, changing the privacy of these
applications and avoiding having their information shared
on third-party sites.
Friendship requests: concerns the system that provides
mechanisms that allow the user to control all property
related to requests for friends or followers.
Blocking: refers to the system presenting options that
allow the user to prevent all communications or interactions of people or applications that are inconvenient, for
example.
Privacy on search: concerns the system providing the
user with an option to restrict or prevent other sources of
information from finding their profile based on personal
data such as telephone or email address, for example.
Privacy negotiation: refers to the system having a reputation control that allows the user to remove or request
the removal of unwanted publications on their behalf.

•

•

•

Internal separation of identities: concerns the system
that provides the user an option of making selective
publications through personalized lists for the audience.
Profile information management: concerns the system
that provides the user an option to control the personal
data provided in the profile.
Confidentiality: concerns the system that has resources
that allow the user to hide or archive shared publications
in the application, without permanently deleting them,
being privately accessible to the user.
Comments: refers to the system that provides the user
with an option to control who can comment on their
publications or even restrict inappropriate comments on
publications.
Location control: refers to the system that provides
the user with an option to control location services or
prevent the application from using its location without
permission.
Post-mortem digital legacy: refers to the system that
provides a resource to handle the privacy of data and
content published by the user in case of death.

Based on these definitions, the items that indicate what
should be verified in each dimension have been generated.
When evaluating privacy from the control viewpoint, the
inspector should be concerned if a particular individual has
the ability to properly regulate his or her access control. So,
the main question guiding this category is: ”Can the user have
adequate control over his or her privacy?”. Thus, the initial
version of PIT-OSN 2 has 35 verification items incorporated
in the dimensions defined above. Fig. 3 provides an excerpt
of PIT-OSN 2 showing one of its dimensions and a respective
verification item.

Fig. 3. PIT-OSN 2 extract.

C. PIT-OSN 3
Finally, PIT-OSN 3 directs its inspection of OSN’s privacy
policies, addressing aspects of privacy that are often neglected.
Privacy policies are documents (contracts) that describe terms
to ensure the privacy of users’ information [33]. To assist in
achieving clearer and more consistent privacy policies, PITOSN 3 has verification items that help inspectors detect a
possible privacy defect in the OSN policy landscape. Based
on the theoretical contribution of [31], [20], [33], [34], the
dimensions which structure the technique in focus have been
formulated, which are described below.
•

Data collection: concerns the policies that adequately
inform the user about the type of data being collected,

the method of collection and the purpose for which the
data is collected.
• Use and data disclosure: concerns the privacy policies
that clearly state how the user’s data is used and how
their information is shared or disclosed.
• Data storage: is the policies that specify how they store
user data and for how long such content can be stored in
the application.
• Clarity: concerns the application to present the content
of privacy policies clearly, coherently, directly and in a
language that facilitates user reading and understanding,
• Online help: the privacy policies specifies some way for
the user to contact the social network in cases of doubts
or complaints.
• Transaction Anonymity: refers to the policies specifying
how the user personal information that is provided in
financial transactions is used and whether the application
ensures the confidentiality and protection of user data in
such transactions.
• Confidential data: refers to policies specifying under
what circumstances sensitive user information can be
disclosed, such as in cases required by law.
• Age Restriction: concerns privacy policies detailing how
the involvement of children or minors is treated in the
application.
• Legislation in force: concerns the privacy policies establishing a regulation or norm for the country in which the
application is in use.
• Advertising services: concerns the privacy policies explicitly presenting who has targeted the information collected for advertising services and the purpose of this
collection and disclosure to third parties.
From these definitions, we formulated the items that guide
what should be verified in each dimension of this category.
When evaluating privacy under the policy focus, the inspector
should observe if the policies content contains clear, consistent
and straightforward information that guarantees user privacy.
So the main question guiding this category is: ”Does the
user have a document that presents specific information that
guarantees his/her privacy?”. A set of 24 verification items
integrates the PIT-OSN 3 technique. Fig. 4 provieds an excerpt
of one of its dimensions and its verification item.

or evaluators) in the design and development of OSNs, which
is privacy evaluation by inspection. The main advantage of
PIT-OSN 1 is to show if the social network allows the user to
reach their desired privacy level from verification items that
guide the evaluator to examine the systems privacy levels.
PIT-OSN 2 has the main advantage of showing if an OSN
allows the user to have adequate control over their privacy
from dimensions that contemplate verification items that are
currently in practice. The main advantage of PIT-OSN 3 is to
show if the social network contains a document that presents
clear and coherent information that guarantees user privacy.
Since PIT-OSN is a set of reading inspection techniques,
they instruct inspectors to diagnose privacy problems without
requiring them to be experts in an inspection. Although these
are evaluation techniques, they can also be applied at design
time, as long as the interface representations are already
defined. With this, the designer has the opportunity to look
for evidence that indicates if the privacy design goals have
been reached and if the OSN has the desired quality of use
regarding its privacy categories.
One of the main characteristics of these techniques is that
they are independent from tooling support, that is, they are not
limited by tool availability to carry out their steps. Moreover,
these techniques are supported by a set of resources, such as
a taxonomy to assist in the classification of detected defects
and an application process to provide a better inspection
organization. These resources are described in the following
section.
D. Defect Classification Taxonomy
In order to support the PIT-OSN privacy inspection process,
a defect classification taxonomy was adopted and adapted [35]
[36] to this work context. The taxonomy is organized into
three classes: omission, inadequacy, and dissemination. The
omission class can be characterized as a type of information
or element missing in the privacy categories and can be
defined as: omitted functionality, omitted feedback or omitted
interface. The defects related to inadequacy can be classified
as: ambiguous information, inconsistent information, incorrect
functionality or incorrect section. Finally, defects concerning
dissemination can be defined as: passive exposure or improper
diffusion. Fig. 5 presents a description of defects incorporated
in the PIT-OSN set of techniques.
E. PIT-OSN Application Process

Fig. 4. PIT-OSN 3 extract.

The full initial version of the PIT-OSN set of inspection
techniques proposed in this paper is available online1 . The
main purpose of these techniques is to offer a practice that
may not be applied by the professionals involved (designers
1 https://bit.ly/2WxrakM

To apply the PIT-OSN techniques, we suggest using an
application process (a suggested sequence of steps) to provide
better inspection organization. To perform this process, we
recommend that at least two people participate, as adding more
inspectors can increase the chance of finding new defects. The
application process consists of five steps, which are described
below.
• Preparation: The inspection process is prepared and
organized in this step. One person, acting as the moderator, defines the inspection process, selects the inspectors,
briefly presents about the techniques to inspectors, and

•

Proposed solution: Finally, inspectors can recommend
solutions for detected defects.
V. E MPIRICAL S TUDY

The set of PIT-OSN techniques was initially evaluated
through a preliminary study aimed to carry out the validity
and reliability procedures of the designed techniques and to
collect the opportunities for their refinement. The following
section presents the study details, including its planning, the
execution of the activities related to the evaluation process and
the results achieved.
A. Study Planning

Fig. 5. Defect Classification Taxonomy.

•

•

•

distributes the techniques resources to be applied, such as
the verification items, the taxonomy for the classification
of the possible problems and a spreadsheet to report them.
Defect Detection: In this step, each inspector performs
his/her inspection individually, reporting the verification
items that were violated, and describing and classifying
the possible privacy defects detected in a discrepancy report. A discrepancy represents a possible defect detected
during the inspection, but it will only be judged as a real
privacy defect in the discrimination step.
Collection: The individual lists of discrepancies (possible
defects) produced by the inspectors are integrated into
a single list referring to the focus of each technique
in this step. One of the inspectors may be responsible
for carrying out this integration. After generating the
single list, a meeting occurs to eliminate the repeated
discrepancies found by more than one inspector, keeping
only one record for each discrepancy.
Discrimination: In this step, the inspectors should discuss the discrepancies detected. During this discussion,
some discrepancies will be classified as false-positive
and others as a real privacy defect. False-positives are
discarded because they represent points that the inspector
may have reported as a defect, but it is not, either because
he/she did not check the social network correctly or
because he/she did not fully understand what the verification item requested. Subsequently, the real problems
are recorded in a single list of defects generating a
consolidated report.

The study planning was carried out to evaluate the initial set
of PIT-OSN techniques in relation to the type of knowledge
generated, time of application, ease of use and utility of
each applied technique. We aim to gain new insights and
perspectives into the techniques application, also seeking to
obtain the possibilities for their refinement.
Three volunteer researchers, chosen by convenience criteria,
performed the inspections. The three researchers were doctoral
students of a post-graduate program in Computer Science at a
Federal Public University. Two participants reported having
basic knowledge about interface evaluation acquired in a
postgraduate course. One participant stated that they had no
experience in interface evaluation. Although the participants
are not inspection experts, they produce and dominate the
use of technologies, that is, they are prospective inspectors.
In this way, we considered the target participants from the
perspective of an inspector who is learning about privacy
inspection and has the potential to show how these inspectors,
who do not know the set of techniques conceived, understood
their proposal and application process.
Considering the ethical aspects, a free and informed consent
term ensuring the confidentiality and privacy of the data collected was established. Other artifacts were previously defined
as a characterization questionnaire that contained questions
about participants’ experience regarding interface evaluation
and other questions regarding privacy knowledge. A post-study
questionnaire to collect the participants’ opinions regarding
the acceptance degree of the set of proposed techniques was
also applied. In addition, other resources were defined for the
privacy inspections, such as a preparation step, the guidelines
for execution of the inspections, a document containing the
taxonomy to help in the defect classification and a spreadsheet
for reporting and specification of identified discrepancies.
The mobile version of the social network Instagram was
chosen as an inspection object. This choice was made using
two criteria: expansion and mobility. Regarding expansion,
we note the exponential growth of Instagram as a social
network service, considering the quantity and diversity of
users. Regarding mobility, the mobile version of Instagram
shows the trend of use of these applications in smartphones,
making it relevant for evaluation by inspection of these mobile
social technologies. The application was evaluated in May
2018.

As the participants were not experts in privacy inspection,
a presentation was delivered to show the initial idea about the
set of techniques. This presentation served as the preparation
step for the PIT-OSN application process. In this preparation
the inspection objectives, techniques, resources and activities
to be performed during the inspection were presented. In
addition, a set of slides containing all the contextualization and
practical examples of the techniques were presented. For each
inspection technique, a possible privacy defect that occurred in
a particular OSN was shown. The social networks chosen as an
example to illustrate privacy violations during the preparation
were not the same ones used as the inspection object, ruling
out any bias. All the doubts that arose regarding the techniques
were immediately clarified. The total presentation time lasted
approximately one hour.
As the initial purpose of this study was to validate the
proposed set of techniques and to collect opportunities for
refinement, the participants were not required to perform
an inspection using the three techniques together, that is,
each participant applied one type of technique. This indicates
that, in practice, only one evaluation of each technique was
performed. A partial inspection was initially chosen to allow
participants to capture the maximum potential of results from
each applied technique to provide more critical and comprehensive information and, above all, to analyze the plausibility
and interpretive processes of each PIT-OSN technique.
B. Study Execution
One of the techniques developers acted as moderator during
the study and was responsible for assisting in and answering
questions about the technique’s application process, being
careful not to influence the inspection activity. As the study
counted on the participation of three participants, each inspector received a type of inspection technique established through
a lottery. From this, the participants were classified as P1,
P2, and P3. Participant P1 received the PIT-OSN 1 technique
to inspect privacy levels, the participant P2, in turn, stayed
with the PIT-OSN 2 for inspecting privacy controls. Finally,
participant P3 received the PIT-OSN 3 for detecting defects in
privacy policies. Each participant received the support material
for his or her specific inspection technique. The individual
evaluation of the interface was performed. Participants used
their own mobile device and social network to perform the
evaluation. After the inspection, a post-study questionnaire
was administered.
After the study was carried out, the lists of discrepancies
produced by the inspectors were subsequently reviewed in the
defect discrimination step. The collection step was discarded
in this study because there were no duplicate discrepancies
due to individual inspections. The study participants could
have carried out all steps of the application process, however,
to avoid a prolonged and costly study, two other researchers
carried out the discrimination step separately.
In the discrimination step, researchers ranked the discrepancies produced by the inspectors as false-positive or as privacy
defect. False positives were discarded as they represent the

identified points that were “not real” privacy defects and the
real problems were recorded in a single list of defects.
VI. S TUDY R ESULTS
Herein, we present the general results from the evaluation
performed through the privacy inspection techniques.
A. Privacy Level Inspection
Table II presents the overall result of the inspection performed for Instagram privacy level. In this table, the first
column (Part.) represents the participant who applied the PITOSN 1. The second column (EIA) indicates the participant’s
experience in interface evaluation. The third column (ND)
shows the number of discrepancies (possible defects) identified. The fourth column (FP) shows the number of false
positives. The fifth column (ND) indicates the number of real
privacy defects detected (ranked after the discrimination step).
The sixth column (T(h)) shows the total time spent by the
participant during the inspection. Finally, the seventh column
(D(h)) indicates the number of defects per hour.
TABLE II
I NSPECTION RESULTS WITH PIT-OSN 1
Part.
P1

EIA
S

ND
07

FP
0

ND
07

T(h)
1,32

D(h)
4,07

We observed that PIT-OSN 1 fulfilled its main purpose in
helping detect privacy defects in the OSN privacy levels used
as inspection object. A total of 7 defects were detected and
the inspector took 1h32min for the inspection.
Four types of defects related to privacy levels were identified, which were classified by the inspector as: omitted
functionality, omitted feedback, passive exposure, and improper diffusion. The most frequently found problems were
omitted functionality and passive exposure, evidencing that
many functions regarding privacy levels do not exist in the
system. In addition, the social network allows the passive
exposure of a particular individual through the actions of other
users, which can generate unwanted privacy problems. Two
problems identified by the inspector in the evaluated OSN are
exemplified in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Examples of defects identified with PIT-OSN 1.

Based on Fig. 6, we noticed that the social network allows
another user to share a publication about a certain individual,
in another communication space that does not belong to the
post owner and probably without his permission. This other

publishing space can be Instagram Direct, as shown in the
figure 6, which allows the publication to be directly sent to
specific friends or groups of friends of the user who shared and
also allows sharing in other spaces outside the social network
such as Facebook, WhatsApp, and Messenger, for example.
This issue shows that the ”Communication Space” dimension
and one of its verification items has been violated, revealing
a passive exposure problem.
In addition, Fig. 6 presents that by allowing another user to
share a particular individual’s publication via direct, the social
network also violates the ”Feedthrough” dimension and one
of its verification items as it does not provided the individual
(owner of the post) notification of this disclosure made by
another user through the direct resource. This issue reveals an
omitted functionality defect because the system does not notify
the subject of this interaction. This result may be an indication
of (re)design decisions because, in order for the user to have
an adequate privacy level, the system must provide complete
notification so that the user is aware of what is being accessed
by other users. Thus, the more a user is notified, the greater
the chance that user will be more restrictive in relation to the
information they share or with their privacy settings.
B. Privacy Control Inspection
Table III presents the overall result of the inspection performed in Instagram privacy control. The descriptions of the
column items in Table III are the same as described in
section VI-A. Observing Table III, we note that the PIT-OSN
2 technique also fulfilled its general purpose of supporting
defect diagnosis in the privacy controls made available by the
inspected OSN. A total of 13 privacy defects were diagnosed.
It took 2h14min to apply the technique.
TABLE III
I NSPECTION RESULTS WITH PIT-OSN 2
Part.
P2

EIA
S

ND
16

FP
3

ND
13

T(h)
2,14

D(h)
5,12

The inspector who used PIT-OSN 2 identified two types
of defects: omitted functionality and incorrect section. This
shows that an important information or a privacy element
for the system interface are missing from the OSN’s privacy controls. In addition, the incorrect section problem also
demonstrates that some information or privacy elements are
embedded in incorrect locations in the inspected social network, causing this type of defect reported, as shown in Fig
7.
By inspecting Instagram from the dimension ”Right of
Privacy” and its respective verification item 2A1 ”Verify is
the social network allows the user to request the removal of
information, image or video that violates their privacy rights”,
the inspector detected an incorrect section defect. Although
the social network allows the user to report an intellectual
property violation, this option is not found in the system
privacy settings. When searching for this option, the user is
directed to help center and has to go through the interface to

Fig. 7. Example of defect identified with PIT-OSN 2.

search for this functionality. That is, the user needs to consult
the online help to know how to report this issue. This path
reflects a defect because, considering the profile of a user who
does not know the system well, it is difficult to find this option
related to a privacy action.
C. Privacy Policy Inspection
Table IV presents the overall result of the inspection performed in the Instagram privacy policy. The descriptions of
the column items in Table IV are the same as described in
section VI-A. Based on the results of Table IV, we found that
the PIT-OSN 3 technique also fulfilled its purpose to identify
defects in this system scenario. A total of 10 defects were
detected in the privacy policies using this technique, with an
application duration of 1h36min.
TABLE IV
I NSPECTION RESULTS WITH PIT-OSN 3
Part.
P3

EIA
N

ND
11

FP
1

ND
10

T(h)
1,36

D(h)
5,68

The most reported defects by inspector were omitted functional and ambiguous information. Thus, we note that some
OSN functionality that could be stated in the system policies
has not been defined or is omitted in this scenario. In addition,
other information contained in the privacy policies is ambiguous, that is, several interpretations can be derived from privacy
policy, leading the user to have a dubious understanding of
what is being exposed or requested to protect them in the
system interaction. An example of ambiguous information
detected by the inspector is shown in Fig. 8.
Based on Fig. 8, we note that the social network informs
how long it stores the user’s content. However, when evaluating this information through the ”Data Storage” dimension

Fig. 8. Example of defect identified with PIT-OSN 3.

and its verification item 3C2 ”Verify if the privacy policy
specifies how long the social network can keep user data stored
when the individual chooses to deactivate their account”, the
inspector noticed that there is ambiguous information about
the time mentioned, since it does not specifically inform the
user how long his/her information will be maintained if his/her
account is excluded. The phrase ”commercially reasonable
amount of time” does not clearly specify the length of time
that user data will be retained in the system, thus leading to
varying interpretations.
D. Type of Knowledge and Generated Explanations
In terms of knowledge required to apply and interpret the
set of techniques verification items, we observed that PITOSN exempts the evaluator from needing to be a specialist
to identify and list problems, as discussed in its formulation.
The explanation quality of the diagnosed privacy defects
may indicate that the techniques inspection process does not
necessarily depend on the inspector knowledge in an interface
evaluation.
Regarding the type of knowledge that the set of techniques
generated for its application, the PIT-OSN can adequately,
technically improve the quality of privacy in OSN projects and
evaluations. They can be used both for formative evaluation,
that is, giving inputs to the quality of a privacy (re)design
and to compare design alterations, as well as in a sommative
evaluation, serving as tools that support if the OSN has the
desired quality of use levels in terms of their privacy aspects.
Considering the type of explanation generated, the PIT-OSN
seeks to foster evaluator reflection and interpretation about
the detected privacy problems, since they are qualitative and
exploratory techniques. That is because they have verification
items linked to practice, as the set of techniques seeks to offer
results that generate articulated and consistent explanations
about levels, controls and privacy policies.
E. Application time
PIT-OSN 1 showed a good performance in detecting defects,
finding 4.07 defects per hour and having an execution time of
1h32min, standing out as the most agile application time for
the set of techniques proposed.
PIT-OSN 2, in turn, identified 5.12 defects per hour and had
an application time of 2h14min. Despite presenting the longest
time spent detecting defects, it fulfilled its general purpose to
detect problems regarding the privacy controls of the inspected
OSN.
Finally, PIT-OSN 3 identified 5.68 defects per hour and
lasted for 1.36 minutes. With this, the technique was also able

to detect discrepant information in the privacy policies of the
evaluated system. With this, we noted that the time required for
applications may be directly related to the interpretive process
that each technique generated. The PIT-OSN 1 and 3, while
fulfilling their technical aims, are shown as relatively agile and
objective inspection techniques. Since PIT-OSN 2 contains the
largest number of verification items in the set of techniques,
it tends to have a longer interpretive process, as the number
of items to be checked can increase the inspection time.
F. Techniques Acceptance Analysis
Participants informed their acceptance degree regarding the
set of techniques through a post-study questionnaire. This
questionnaire was elaborated based on the TAM (Technology
Acceptance Model) that has been widely used in several studies
[37]. Davis [38] proposed TAM to assess why users accept
or reject a particular technology. The indicators used were:
(i) perceived ease of use; (ii) perceived usefulness; and (iii)
intention to use.
Ease of use defines the degree to which a person believes
that using a specific technology is effortless, through the following questions: (F1) My interaction with PIT-OSN was clear
and understandable, (F2) Using PIT-OSN does not require
much of my mental effort, (F3) I consider PIT-OSN easy to use
and (F4) I find it easy to use the PIT-OSN for what I want it to
do, supporting the privacy evaluation in online social networks
through inspection.
Perceived usefulness defines the degree to which a person
believes that the technology could improve their performance
through the following questions: (U1) Using PIT-OSN has
improved my performance in privacy inspection of social
networks, (U2) PIT-OSN has improved my productivity in
privacy inspection of social networks, (U3) Using PIT-OSN
has increased my effectiveness in privacy inspection of social
networks and (U4) I consider PIT-OSN useful to support the
process of privacy inspection of social networks.
Intention to use defines the degree to which a person
believes that he or she would use the technology in future
projects, through the following questions: (I1) Assuming I
have access to PIT-OSN, I intend to use it and (I2) the PITOSN I predicts that I will use it at other times.
Participants provided their answers on a six-point scale
based on the questionnaire applied by [39]. The possible
answers were: totally agree, strongly agree, partially agree,
partially disagree, strongly disagree, and totally disagree. This
scale of responses was considered adequate because there is
no intermediate value, that is, it helps avoid the bias of the
central tendency in classifications, forcing participants to judge
the result as adequate or inadequate.
Fig. 9 presents the participants’ perception of ease of
use indicator. The vertical axis of the graph represents the
affirmatives of the indicator in focus along with the number
of the technique. The horizontal axis refers to the degree
of participants’ acceptance. In the bars, there are codes that
symbolize the participants (P1, P2, and P3) of the study and
their respective evaluation.

Finally, Fig. 11 points out the participants’ perception
regarding the intention to use indicator. Following the same
interpretation of the previous figures, Fig. 11 demonstrates that
participants consider PIT-OSN appropriate to be used in future
projects.

Fig. 9. Participants’ perception of PIT-OSN ease of use.

Based on the view provided in Fig. 9, we note that all participants agreed with the statements F1, F3 and F4, indicating
that PIT-OSN is easy to use since it presents simple, objective
and generic guidelines, which are unrelated to the solid
knowledge of the inspector in evaluating interfaces. However,
two participants disagreed partially about the affirmative F2.
This question probably points to the need for a more in-depth
investigation about some points of technology to identify what
may be causing mental effort and what can or should be
simplified to avoid possible application difficulties.
Fig. 10 presents the participants’ perceptions regarding the
usefulness indicator. In this perspective, we can verify that
the application of PIT-OSN in this study revealed that the
techniques were considered useful to identify and list privacy
problems in an online social network. This result may be
related to the type of knowledge generated by the techniques
since they are linked to verification items linked to the practice
and allow for an articulated discussion of the results. In this
way, the techniques are potentially useful to diagnosis privacy
problems in OSN.

Fig. 10. Participants’ perception of PIT-OSN usefulness.

Fig. 11. Participants’ perception of PIT-OSN intention to use.

G. Qualitative Results and Improvements
In addition, the participants’ comments were analyzed
through open questions in the post-study questionnaire. Regarding the positive aspects, the participant’s commentary P2
states that: ”[The technique] is very detailed, it uses current
approaches and allows us to actually inspect privacy in social
networks.” P3 also notes that ”[The technique allows] the
analysis of all major privacy points and it is easy to identify
privacy flaws.” This may indicate that the proposed set of
techniques has a good level of detail that forces important
subsidies to identify privacy defects.
Considering the disadvantages and difficulties involved in
the PIT-OSN application, we emphasize the comment of participant P1 who reported: ”[I had] difficulty in understanding
some verification items.” P3 also expresses difficulty, but
not related to the usefulness of the technique specifically,
but to the content described by the privacy policies: ”The
technique itself is easy to use, the biggest difficulty is in the
information interpretation provided by the privacy policy.”
This issue fully reflects the policy problems of its structure and
appropriateness, which often include lengthy texts, technical
jargon, no writing patterns, and very complex terms. P2, on the
other hand, stressed the issue of time as a negative aspect: ”It
is a time-consuming inspection. You could standardize and/or
reduce [verification] items in the privacy controls technique”.
Thus, we observed that there are points that need to be
further investigated in the proposed techniques to analyze if
the number of verification items influence the application time
or not.
We found that there were some difficulties in the study, one
of which is: the understanding regarding certain verification
item descriptions. We noticed that some items were not clearly
described to detect a potential privacy defect. This happened

in the verification item 1B2 description of the PIT-OSN 1
technique, where it asks to verify if content published by an
individual can be accessed outside the system. In order for this
issue to be seen as a problem that increases the possibility of
an individual’s privacy being compromised, the content on it
must be shared outside the system without their knowledge or
consent. This issue best characterizes a real privacy problem,
because if the social network does not ask the user to allow
their content to be accessed outside the system, we have a
potential problem. For this verification item to consider the
user’s consent, ”without your permission” was included, as
shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12. PIT-OSN 1 verification item improvement.

Regarding the PIT-OSN 2 technique, we observed that
one of the verification items could be confusing in terms of
interpretation. This is item 2A1, which asks to verify that the
social network allows the user to request the removal of a
publication that violates their privacy rights. We noticed that
control to request the removal of a post would be a littleused privacy option for social networks. Thus, we modify the
phrase ”request removal” by ”reporting”, as shown in Fig. 13.
In this sense, if the social network does not provide control
to denounce publications that violate the user’s privacy rights,
there is a possible problem.

omitted” defect. We observed that the study inspectors did not
point out this type of defect. So, we explain its definition more
thoroughly and changed the name to ”omitted feedback”, that
is, the privacy action may have been performed, but the answer
is missing.
Regarding PIT-OSN 3, we made some adjustments in the
dimensions, for example, dimension 3E was called ”requests”
and dealt with the issue of privacy policies to specify ways for
the user to contact the social network in case of questions or
complaints. We modified the dimension name to ”online contact”, so that the nomenclature is clearer with the description.
In addition, from the responses analysis of the post-study
questionnaires and the analysis of the defects pointed out by
each inspector, we also verified the need to insert a new
procedure in the set of techniques to meet some domain
specificities. How privacy is related to the levels, controls, and
policies of a particular OSN may be represented in different
ways when the social network is for general purpose (e.g.
Facebook) or scientific collaboration (e.g. Research Gate). For
example, in a general purpose social network, many users like
to restrict the temporal persistence of some posts. However,
in a scientific collaborative social network, many users want
the audience to have access to their entire publication. In this
regard, some verification items may be problems in certain
OSNs, while they may not be a specific defect in others.
Thus, the severity rating was added as a complement applied
to detect defect steps, so that the inspectors can judge the
detected defects and analyze the severity degree of it in a
given domain.
This severity rating was elaborated based on the scale
suggested by [40]. These factors influence the severity rating
used in the evaluation and can be classified as:
• 0. I do not consider a privacy defect in this social
network;
• 1. Only a cosmetic privacy defect - fix only if there is
time available;
• 2. Light privacy defect - low priority to fix it;
• 3. Serious privacy defect - high priority to fix it;
• 4. Catastrophic privacy defect - it is imperative to fix it.
VII. L IMITATIONS

Fig. 13. PIT-OSN 2 verification item improvement.

Likewise, we made improvements in the PIT-OSN defect
classification taxonomy. Such improvements mainly occurred
in describing some types of defects that might be misaligned
in their understanding. Thus, some descriptions have been
improved and the nomenclature of one of the defect types
about omission class was changed. This is the ”performance

The study limitations are mainly related to three items:
(i) the sample; (ii) the social network used as the inspection
object; and (iii) the partial inspection process used in the study,
that is, inspection with only one type of technique. In relation
to item 1, the small number of participants is not considered
ideal from a statistical point of view. Therefore, there is a
limitation in the results, which are considered signs and not
conclusive. However, this was an initial study to verify the set
of techniques validity. Regarding item 2, the social network
inspected (Instagram) corresponds to a real system. However,
it is not possible to state that the application represents all
types of existing social networks. Finally, with respect to
item 3, it is noted that with a partial inspection, inputs are
gained on the validity of the proposal as inspection techniques
that can be applied independently, the knowledge necessary

for the application of each technique and the time spent on
applications. However, we lost the participants point of view
regarding the potential benefits that an integrated inspection
would allow us to explore.
In relation to the inspection techniques, one limitation is that
they are only applicable in the OSNs context and cannot be
performed in other types of systems. Moreover, even if the set
of techniques can be applied at design time, this application
can only occur after the interface representations choice and
cannot be applied in a task model, for example.

Efficiency - the ratio between the number of defects and the
time spent in the inspection process; and Efficacy - the ratio of
the number of defects detected to the total number of known
defects. Consequently, new discrepant items that may arise to
evolve the applications of techniques should be observed. For
this process of evolution of techniques, exploratory studies,
such as interviews or focus groups, should be carried out to
explore and explain qualitative data that can enrich the context
of the techniques.
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VIII. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORKS
Privacy has become a primary concern among social network users. Users can become the victims of privacy problems
such as identity theft, stalking or dissemination due to personal
data revealed in their profiles. Even if information is voluntarily shared by the user, privacy problems may arise if the user
does not have an adequate privacy level to limit the audience
information or a privacy mechanism for controlling access to
such information. So users have to carefully select the privacy
settings for their profile attributes, keeping in mind that they
are not exempt from suffering an unwanted privacy problem.
Without any support, the OSN can make decisions that lead
or expose users to privacy problems.
Therefore, we proposed a set of inspection techniques for
detecting privacy problems/defects in OSNs interfaces. For
this, the PIT-OSN (Privacy Inspection Technique for Online
Social Network) was defined. These techniques were developed from evidence collected in the scientific literature and
were evaluated empirically through a preliminary study. With
PIT-OSN support, the inspector has the opportunity to evaluate
the OSN by considering general privacy aspects (Levels,
Controls and Policies). This ensures full coverage of a privacy
inspection and also promotes the quality of use to the user
while interacting with the system.
This study’s main contribution is a new approach to privacy
evaluation by inspection. Thus, the techniques can be applied
as a tool to diagnose privacy problems, and can also be
employed to support the quality of an interface (re)design with
respect to privacy categories. Therefore, we hope to help OSN
designers and evaluators use the techniques to explore different
ideas in design and evaluation alternatives, thus, helping them
to elaborate solutions that are more appropriate for the needs
and intentions of user’s privacy.
However, due to the small sample, it was not possible to
consider the study results as conclusive, and a new study
with a larger and more heterogeneous sample of participants
is needed to evaluate the set of techniques more comprehensively. Based on participants’ comments and new ideas
that emerged after the analysis of results, new adjustments
in techniques will be added to improve them until we find
indicators that demonstrate that techniques can feasibly be
applied.
As future works, we highlight further studies to test the
possibility of using and improving techniques, also aiming to
explore the efficiency and effectiveness indicators defined as:
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